The single-ion Kondo description of the heavy fermion phenomena provides a theoretical background to understand the spectroscopic and thermodynamic properties of a number of Ce, Yb, and U based intermetallics. [1] [2] [3] The interaction between the local magnetic moments of the f electrons and the conduction electrons results in a many-body singlet ground state, the Kondo resonance, with binding energy k B T K , which accompanies a loss of the local moments below T K and the enhancement of the quasiparticle effective mass. The singleion Kondo temperature T K is the only relevant temperature scale. Connecting the single-ion description to a more realistic theory that accounts for the array of local moments in a crystal, the Kondo lattice, has been proven to be a challenging problem due to the complex interplay between the local Kondo interaction and the intersite Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) coupling. Various theoretical studies 1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] suggest the existence of a characteristic temperature T * that assumes the role of T K . However, the relationship between T * and T K , and the details of changes in the electronic structure across T * , is not completely clear. This difficulty has been compounded by the lack of spectroscopic data with sufficient resolution and covering a wide range of temperature to address these issues.
Photoemission spectroscopy (PES) has played a crucial role in the development of the single-ion Kondo scenario by directly measuring the sharp Kondo resonance peak, extracting interaction parameters, and comparing them to thermodynamic properties. 3, 9, 10 An analogous approach to the Kondo lattice problem demands a fully momentum-resolved single-electron spectral function, measured by angle-resolved PES (ARPES), 11 in the vicinity of very low binding energy comparable to k B T * , typically within 10 meV below E F . Given the typical low temperature scale involved in a heavy fermion system, measuring such a small dispersion of coherent states close to E F has been a challenge due to insufficient energy and momentum resolution. So far, the literature is sparse and it typically shows only the intensity variation for near E F peaks 12, 13 or the hybridization features deeper in the binding energy. 14 The coherent states were generally measured with photon energies larger than 100 eV at the 4d-4f edge, 15, 16 at which the momentum resolution is intrinsically limited and the energy resolution is limited by the performance of synchrotron sources. More importantly, not many highresolution temperature dependent data are available except across the hidden order transition in URu 2 Si 2 .
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To gaining further insight into the Kondo lattice problems in the energy-momentum space within the energy scale of the k B T * , this Rapid Communication reports ultrahigh resolution laser ARPES data using photons with an energy of 7 eV on YbRh 2 Si 2 , a Kondo lattice compound 18 in the vicinity of the quantum critical point 19 (QCP). A 7 eV laser photon source is ideal and essential for exploring such small dispersions due to the markedly better resolutions compared to previous studies, with an energy resolution of 3 meV and a momentum resolution of 0.003Å −1 , and with the sensitivity of f spectral weight at extremely low photon energies. YbRh 2 Si 2 is a particularly appropriate system for such investigations because the heavy coherent state in Yb compounds lies right below E F and thus is reachable by photoemission, 4,9,10 not above as in Ce equivalents. Furthermore, the main f -related features in ARPES lie near the point [20] [21] [22] that can be reached within the accessible momentum (k) space for such small photon energy.
Single crystals of YbRh 2 Si 2 have been grown using the flux method as described in Ref. 23 . ARPES measurements were carried out at Stanford University equipped with a 7 eV laser photon source and a SES 2002 electron analyzer. The total energy resolution was set to be 3 meV and the angular resolution was 0.2
• . The latter corresponds to less than 1% of the length of the Brillouin zone. Well-oriented single crystals were cleaved in situ and measured with a base pressure of better than 3 × 10 −11 Torr. The quality of the sample surface was monitored by continually measuring the reference spectra. All the data presented here were measured within 24 h after cleave and showed minimal surface degradation. Figure 1 shows the overall ARPES spectra along -X. The dispersing features labeled as 1-3 agree very well with those shown in the data taken with 55 eV synchrotron light in a similar geometry, 21 albeit not with local density approximation (LDA) calculations. 24 Even though a calculation is not available for low excitation energy, it has been shown experimentally 25, 26 that photoionization cross sections of 4f states are sufficient for low photon energy studies. The features dominating the low energy spectrum (bands 3 and 4) are located at consistent energy positions as in Ref. 22 , although we do not clearly observe the crystal-field split subbands between these two states. Also suppressed are the near E F features found in Ref. 21 away from the point (k 0.15Å −1 ). We attribute these to the unique matrix elements of our experimental setup and the use of a very low photon energy of 7 eV. The nearly flat feature at the lowest energy (band 4) is nonetheless very clear and it is our main focus for this Rapid Communication. Figure 1(b) shows the energy distribution curves (EDCs) along the same cut shown in Fig. 1(a) . The sharp quasiparticle (QP) peaks are evident and their peak positions are right below E F . They are rather dispersionless near the point with peak positions roughly at 4 meV which start dispersing to higher binding energy from k ∼ 0.03Å −1 . One also notices that the peak positions farther away from the point, though the intensity is heavily suppressed, are back at 4 meV.
The dispersion relation of the QP peaks is better shown in Fig. 2 , where we present the second derivative of the intensity map and dispersion relation extracted from the peak positions obtained from EDCs using the data shown in Fig. 1 . There exists a sharp crossover, within a single band, from a dispersionless region around the point to dispersing peaks away from it. As shown in the fitting lines in Fig. 2(c) and in the schematic diagrams in Fig. 2(d) , the natural way to explain this rather disjointed dispersion in a single band is that we observe the dominating f branch, which is very flat and lies slightly below E F around the point. It hybridizes with the more dispersive band seen in higher binding energy, consequently mixing partial f weight into the Fermi surface for the other branch observed for k > 0.05Å −1 , though its weight is heavily suppressed.
We now turn our attention to the temperature dependence of the ARPES data. Figure 3 shows the ARPES data along the same high symmetry line as in Fig. 1(a) for a few selected temperatures. A full data set with more temperature steps is available as Supplemental Material. 27 The data shown here are reproducible with minimal sample surface degradation during a low-high-low temperature cycle. The QP peaks are clear at T = 12 K, but their intensity becomes weaker as temperature increases. At T = 45 K, the QP peaks become hard to distinguish from the Fermi edge, and they get completely washed away by the thermal broadening at T = 110 K. While the QP peaks become weaker with increasing temperature, the previously identified high energy peaks at around 30 and 110 meV do not show much change besides the trivial thermal broadening.
For a more detailed analysis, we have picked out EDCs at k ∼ 0.03Å −1 , the onset of the flat part of the QP band, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . It is clear that the peak height and the peak weight decrease with increasing temperature. However, it is hard to distinguish the temperature dependence with the thermal broadening since the QP peaks are well within the 4k B T range. To separate the trivial thermal effect from the temperature dependence of the spectral function, the Fermi-Dirac divided spectra are shown in Fig. 4(b) . The spectra are essentially flat close to E F for T > 45 K, indicating that the sharp peak close to E F emerges only below this temperature. More importantly, we observe that the uprise of the Fermi-Dirac divided weight above E F is only observed below the same temperature, which may indicate that another branch of the QP peak above E F also follows the same temperature dependence. This overall change in the spectral structure [blue (gray) to red (dark gray) shade in Fig. 4(b) ] provides us the way to define the characteristic temperature of YbRh 2 Si 2 obtained by ARPES. We have repeated the same measurements and analysis with three different samples of YbRh 2 Si 2 and the results are consistent except for minor differences in the onset temperature at which the QP peaks start to get suppressed. Figure 4 (c) summarizes the whole data set by showing the relative weight of the QP peaks. The weight has been evaluated from a simple integration for the energy window of the QP peak, i.e., energy above the dip between the QP peak and the next high binding energy peak, since the fitting procedure shown in Fig. 2 is not possible for high temperature data, for which the QP peaks are completely washed out. The general trend qualitatively agrees with the prediction from Refs. 5 and 28, a logarithmic decrease in peak height as temperature increases with an onset temperature ∼T * . This rather dramatic temperature dependence is much different from that of the crystal-field split excitations. 29 The onset of the QP peak development is estimated as T * ARPES = 50 ± 10 K, which is much higher than T K ∼ 25 ± 5 K from thermodynamic measurements. 8, 23, 30 A small decrease of the peak intensity caused by the minor sample degradation over time, in the same direction as increasing temperature, makes T * ARPES a lower bound estimate. It is interesting to note that our T * ARPES value is in good agreement with that estimated from spectroscopic and thermodynamic measurements combined with a simple scaling theory. 8 A recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurement 31 also finds that the lowest energy excitation follows a similar temperature dependence.
Our data show a nontrivial development of changes in the low energy electronic structure of YbRh 2 Si 2 , at an onset temperature well above T K . More interestingly, the peak position and the width of the QP states correspond approximately to k B T * ARPES ∼ 4 meV, just as if T * replaces T K in the conventional single-ion description of the spectral function for heavy fermion systems. However, the important difference is that this energetics even applies to a single EDC at a particular k value, not just to the k-integrated PES spectra as in the single-ion case. Most importantly, this provides rare spectroscopic evidence for a Kondo system where three aspects of the spectroscopic energy scales, the binding energy, the width, and thus the lifetime, as well as the coherence temperature, collapse into a single temperature scale. The emergence of a coherent state with such a unified scale for many aspects of the physical properties is likely a consequence of profound underlying physics.
Another important aspect of our data is that they show the development of QP states even in the vicinity of a QCP, where thermodynamic properties show non-Fermi-liquid behaviors at low temperatures. 19 This furnishes intriguing insight for systems that have been studied in relation to QCP, such as high-T c cuprates, 32 in which the emergence of QP-like peaks can still be observed near the underlying Fermi surface despite the non-Fermi-liquid property exemplified by T -linear resistivity.
In summary, we have discovered a dramatic temperature dependence of the lowest-lying excitations in the singleparticle spectral function of a Kondo lattice system scales of the system, the peak position and the width of the peak. Our discovery provides significant insight into the low energy electronic structure of a Kondo lattice going beyond the single-ion model. It also sets informative constraints for the future development of the Kondo lattice understanding of heavy fermion compounds.
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